Study Sheet

What goes tick-tick, woof-woof? A watch dog.

Listed below are the words for this week’s test. Use this study sheet to prepare.

1. **board**  How you get on an airplane.
2. **drive**  This is what you do with a car.
3. **ride**  Do this with a motorcycle, bicycle or horse.
4. **fly**  How an airplane moves.
5. **land**  When a plane arrives at the airport.
6. **get off**  __________ the bus when you get to your destination.
7. **take off**  When a plane leaves the airport.
8. **park**  When you stop your car and leave it.
9. **sail**  Use a boat to do this.
10. **car**  Has four wheels and is smaller than a truck.
11. **bicycle**  You'll never forget how to ride this.
12. **plane**  Travel a long way in a short time in the air.
13. **train**  A nice way to travel from city to city.
14. **bus**  Most children get to school this way.
15. **motorcycle**  Harley Davidson is the most famous kind.
16. **horse**  This can pull a cart.
17. **boat**  Take this on the open water.
18. **fast**  Another word for quick.
19. **slow**  The opposite of fast.
20. **reliable**  A __________ train is always on time.
21. **crowded**  Too many people in one place.
22. **dangerous**  Driving too fast is very __________.
23. **safe**  Another word for secure.
24. **late**  If you miss the bus, you'll be ______.
25. **comfortable**  The seat was too small, so I wasn't ____________.